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Introduction

The actions by the Federal Reserve to defuse the financial crisis of 2007-08 renewed long-standing debates about how central banks should act as lenders of last resort. The Fed’s defenders contend that the central bank’s response to the crisis was effective and consistent with the long-accepted principles of Bagehot (1873) (e.g., Madigan, 2009). Critics, however, argue that the Fed’s actions did little to alleviate financial strains (Taylor and Williams, 2009), contributed to instability (Meltzer, 2009), and may have helped sow the seeds of future crises by protecting creditors of large financial firms (Buiter, 2009; Poole, 2009). Clearly, there remain many unsettled questions about how central banks should carry out their responsibilities as lenders of last resort.

This paper examines the origins and early performance of the Federal Reserve as lender of last resort. We believe that a look back at the successes and failures of central banks in the past can inform current discussions about how central banks should act as lenders of last resort. Here we consider why the Fed’s performance as lender of last resort, especially during the Great Depression, failed to live up to the promises of those who designed the System. The Fed was established to overcome the problems of the National Banking era. Those problems, which included seasonal money market stringency and recurrent banking panics, had brought calls for reform by the 1870s. Following the Panic of 1907, Congress enacted the Aldrich-Vreeland Act of 1908 which established the National Monetary Commission, as well as a temporary mechanism for increasing the supply of currency during banking panics. The studies of the National Monetary Commission identified defects of the U.S. banking system and drew lessons from the performance of banking systems in other countries. One study in particular argued that the Panic of 1907 and earlier crises revealed the superiority of the European “discount system” and the vital role played by central banks in maintaining financial stability. The study’s author, Paul Warburg (Warburg, 1910a), convinced Nelson Aldrich, the powerful chairman of the Senate Banking Committee, of the efficacy of the European system, and Aldrich became the principal champion of a central banking system for the United States.

---

1 Information about the Federal Reserve’s response to the financial crisis of 2007-08 is available on the Federal Reserve Board of Governors website (http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/bst_crisisresponse.htm). For a summary, see Wheelock (2010).
Aldrich convened the now famous Jekyll Island meeting of November 1910 where he met with a small group of leading bankers, including Warburg, to determine how to organize and operate the proposed central bank. The bill Aldrich submitted to Congress in 1912 was the product of that meeting. It included many features that reflected Warburg’s desire to emulate the European systems. Aldrich proposed a National Reserve Association that would oversee the operations of a system of local and regional reserve associations and set a discount rate at which the local branches would rediscount notes and bills of exchange for member banks (Wicker, 2005). Congress, which then was controlled by Democrats, rejected the Aldrich bill. However, the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 resembled the Aldrich bill in many respects, including the provisions concerning the rediscounting of commercial paper and bills of exchange for member banks, which were fundamental to how the central bank would serve as lender of last resort to the banking system.

Neither the Aldrich bill nor the Federal Reserve Act dealt explicitly with financial crises nor prescribed how the Fed should respond to banking panics. The authors believed that their proposed reforms would prevent banking panics from occurring in the first place. Indeed, the United States had no banking panics during the first 15 years of the Fed’s existence, despite the occurrence of several shocks, including a world war, a short, but severe post-war recession, and the failure of several thousand mostly small, rural banks during the 1920s. Banking panics returned with a vengeance during the 1930s, however, and the Fed’s failure to prevent or counteract panics was, many believe, a principal cause of the Great Depression (e.g., Friedman and Schwartz, 1963; Bernanke, 1983). Numerous explanations for the Fed’s failures during the Depression have been suggested, including defects in the System’s structure and leadership, the Fed’s devotion to the gold standard, and policymakers’ misreading of monetary conditions. Although each of these likely contributed to the Fed’s highly deflationary monetary policy, we believe that there is more to the story, especially as to why the Fed failed to prevent or offset serious banking panics.

We trace the Fed’s failure to act as an effective lender of last resort during the Great Depression to defects of the Federal Reserve Act and, more broadly, of the U.S. banking system. In particular, the Act failed to recreate the money market conditions and other institutions that enabled the Bank of England and other European central banks to function effectively as lenders
of last resort. In addition, the Act created a system that depended critically on the competence of the individuals running the system—a point which Friedman and Schwartz (1963) emphasize—rather than a set of rules or principles to guide lender of last resort policy. Finally, and perhaps at least as importantly, the Federal Reserve Act failed to replace the crisis-prone U.S. unit banking system with a more stable, concentrated branch banking system, such as those of the United Kingdom and Canada.

The following section briefly describes the defects of the National Banking System identified by the National Monetary Commission and others, and the European discount system that advocates saw as the appropriate reform. Next we discuss how the Federal Reserve System was intended to overcome the flaws of the National Banking System by creating a discount mechanism to supply bank reserves and currency as needed to support economic activity and avoid panics. We then examine how well this mechanism performed, and consider why the Fed failed to serve effectively as lender of last resort during the Great Depression. The Fed’s failures led to numerous reforms in the mid-1930s, including expansion of the Fed’s lending authority and changes in the System’s structure, as well as changes that made the U.S. banking system less prone to banking panics. Finally, we consider lessons about the design of lender of last resort policies that might be drawn from the Fed’s early history.

**Banking Reform**

*Defects of the National Banking System*

The recurrent instability of the National Banking era was the principal motivation for the reform movement that led to the Federal Reserve Act. A related impetus was the desire to enhance the international role of the dollar and to have a central bank to manage the gold standard (Broz, 1997). The United States experienced numerous bank failures, banking panics, and persistent seasonal stringency in the money market throughout the nineteenth century, which reflected two fundamental problems: 1) unit banking; and 2) the absence of an effective lender of last resort.

Unit banking resulted from legal restrictions imposed by the federal government on interstate branch banking and by most states on branching within state borders. Unit banking made it difficult for banks to pool risks and exposed them to local and regional shocks. Further,
it hampered their ability to grow in size and scope to satisfy the credit and payments requirements of their major business customers, especially toward the end of the nineteenth century when large industrial firms with national operations were becoming more prevalent (Calomiris, 1993; 1995). Unit banking was largely a U.S. phenomenon. Over time, the banking systems of Canada and most European countries became increasingly dominated by small numbers of large banks with nation-wide branches (Bordo, Redish and Rockoff 1996; Grossman 2010).

Branching restrictions and the absence of a central bank reflected deep seated populist fears about the concentration of financial power. Alexander Hamilton, the first U.S. Secretary of the Treasury, established a prototypical central bank in 1791. The federally-chartered First Bank of the United States was inspired by the experience of the Bank of England. The Bank acted as the government’s fiscal agent, provided a uniform national currency and promoted economic development. Its large capitalization and nationwide scope (it had branches in every state) allowed it to evolve quickly into a bankers’ bank for the nation’s nascent state-chartered banks. In 1811, the Bank’s twenty year charter was not renewed amid allegations of corruption and populist and states-rights opposition to its power (Timberlake, 1993). A second federal bank was chartered in 1816, with a similar charter as the First Bank and a similar fate. Under the direction of its president, Nicholas Biddle, the Second Bank was even more successful than the First Bank in providing a uniform national currency by effectively policing the note issues of the state banks and performing many central banking functions (Knodell, 2003). The Bank encouraged and backstopped the development of a liquid market in bills of exchange (two-name paper) and on occasion provided liquidity to correspondent banks in times of stringency, actions similar to those undertaken by the Bank of England at this time (Broz, 1997). It also conducted exchange market policy to manage the gold standard (Bordo, Humpage and Schwartz, 2007).

Andrew Jackson vetoed the bill to re-charter the Second Bank in 1836. The demise of the Second Bank left the chartering and regulation of banks entirely to the states, the majority of which enacted free banking laws in the 1830s and 1840s. These laws significantly reduced entry barriers into banking and permitted banks to issue notes based on the collateral of eligible bonds. The Free Banking era of 1836-63 was characterized by a multiplicity of bank notes circulating at varying rates of discount reflecting the soundness of the banks and the distance from the issuer
(Gorton, 1996), frequent bank failures, in some states fraud ("wildcat banking"), and several serious panics (1837, 1839, 1857) (Rockoff, 1974; Temin, 1969). The National Banking Acts of 1863 and 1865 were intended to overcome perceived flaws of the free banking era, as well as to create a demand for U.S. government debt. Under the National Banking system, a uniform currency emerged in the form of national bank notes backed by U.S. government bonds. National banks had higher reserve and capital requirements than the banks chartered by most states, and were supervised by the U.S. Comptroller of the Currency. State bank notes were taxed out of existence, but state banks continued to thrive under more lax state regulation as deposit-taking institutions (White, 1983).

The National Banking system prevailed for fifty years. Although it created a uniform national currency, the system itself had several serious defects that reformers viewed as responsible for a series of banking panics in 1873, 1884, 1890, 1893 and 1907 that were as severe as the major antebellum panics. Reformers identified three problems in the U.S. banking system: 1) an "inelastic" currency stock; 2) seasonal stringency in the money market; and 3) an "inverted pyramid" of banking system reserves.

Inelastic Currency

The framers of the National Banking system sought to avoid the periodic suspensions of convertibility of bank notes into specie or other forms of high-powered money that plagued the free banking era by requiring national banks to pledge U.S. government bonds as security for their currency liabilities. The remedy, however, resulted in an inflexible currency stock that did not vary rapidly or sufficiently to meet normal seasonal variation in economic activity let alone extraordinary demands.

Under the National Banking system, the stock of national bank notes could expand only via an increase in the volume or value of U.S. government bonds held by national banks, which were unlikely during the short period of a crisis. Through local clearinghouses, banks developed ways to conserve reserves and expand high-powered money by issuing emergency currency in the form of clearinghouse certificates (Timberlake, 1984; Gorton, 1985). Beginning with the

---

2 A revisionist literature has downplayed the defects of free banking. Losses to note holders were minimal, wildcatting occurred in only a few states and information about the quality of individual state bank note issues was widely available (Rockoff, 1974; Rolnick and Weber, 1983; Gorton, 1996).
panic of 1857, the New York Clearing House issued loan certificates to its member banks based on the discounted value of the collateral they posted in proportion to each bank’s share of the total assets of the clearinghouse. These certificates served as substitutes for reserves which allowed member banks to pay out cash that otherwise would have been tied up in interbank settlements. In the panic of 1873, the New York Clearing House pooled the reserves of the member banks. Later, in the panics of 1893 and 1907, clearinghouse currency was issued in exchange for loan certificates. This arrangement provided depositors with insurance against the failure of individual banks and discouraged runs. The issuance of clearinghouse certificates was sufficient to allay crises in 1884 and 1890 but not other crises of the era. The U.S. Treasury also intervened on occasion during panics to add reserves to the banking systems by depositing tax and customs receipts in New York banks and by other methods. These interventions were often too little and too late (Schwartz, 1986). Banking panics in 1873, 1893 and 1907 ended only after the suspension of convertibility of deposits into currency.

Seasonal Stringency

Banking reformers noted that financial crises tended to occur at times of the year when the demands for currency and credit peaked. Seasonal fluctuations in credit demand produced seasonal swings in interest rates and in the ratio of reserves to deposits in the banking system (Miron, 1986). Capital inflows relieved the seasonal pressures to some extent (Goodhart, 1969). However, if an unusual gold outflow or a shock to the domestic financial market, such as major bank failure or stock market crash, occurred at a seasonal peak in currency and credit demand, a banking panic was more likely to occur (Sprague, 1910; Kemmerer, 1910).

Inverted Pyramid of Reserves

Reform advocates pointed to the distribution of reserves across the banking system as a third problem with the National Banking system. Under the National Banking system, national banks were required to maintain minimum levels of reserves against their deposit liabilities, which were intended to prevent excessive deposit expansion and to protect banks in the event of runs (Bordo, Rappoport and Schwartz, 1992, pp 211-213). National banks located in small cities and rural areas (i.e., “country” national banks) were subject to a 15 percent reserve requirement, of which three-fifths could be held as balances with correspondent banks in reserve cities (cities
with populations greater than 50,000) or in central reserve cities (New York, Chicago and St. Louis). The remaining two-fifths of required reserves were to be held in lawful money (U.S. notes, specie, gold and clearing house certificates). National banks in reserve cities were required to hold 25 percent of their deposits in reserves, half of which had to be held in lawful money, the other half as balances on deposit in central reserve city national banks. Central reserve city national banks were required to hold 25 percent of their deposits in lawful money. Country and reserve-city banks tended to hold the maximum allowable amount of reserves in the form of deposit balances in central reserve cities.

The reserve structure of the national banking system was described as an inverted pyramid because much of the nation’s bank reserves were held in the form of correspondent balances in a handful of banks in the central reserve cities, especially New York City (Myers, 1931; James, 1978). Most of the reserves held as correspondent balances in New York City were invested in the call loan market. Call loans were demand loans secured by equities traded on the New York stock exchange and by U.S. government and other bonds. Most call loans were made to brokers who would then consign the securities serving as collateral to the banks. Commercial banks considered call loans their most liquid investment.

The New York City national banks dominated the call loan market—close to 75 per cent of bankers balances in New York were held in call loans (Myers, 1935, p. 290). In addition, country and reserve-city national banks, state commercial banks, savings banks and trust companies all invested directly in the call loan market (using their central reserve city correspondents as intermediaries) whenever the call loan rate rose significantly above the 2 percent rate normally paid on correspondent balances. Thus an inverse relationship existed between the call loan rate and correspondent balances in New York City, and a direct one between the call loan rate and country bank excess reserves invested directly in the call loan market (Myers, 1931, p. 290; James, 1978, p. 304).

The inverted pyramid of reserves and the intimate connection between the correspondent balance system and the call loan market were widely regarded as key elements in the financial crises of the National Banking era (Sprague, 1910). All of the major banking panics were marked by withdrawals of correspondent balances by the country and reserve-city banks from the New York banks. The decline in correspondent balances in turn put pressure on the call loan market,
causing call loan rates to rise sharply and stock prices to fall. The decline in the reserves of New York City banks could be so severe as to precipitate a panic, which could be stopped only by a suspension of convertibility of deposits into currency or by the issuance of clearinghouse loan certificates.

A related critique of the National Banking system was that banks viewed the reserves they held to meet the minimum requirements as unavailable in a crisis. Banks rarely were willing to let their actual reserve holdings fall below the minimum because of the possible legal sanctions that might be imposed; hence reserves were not an effective line of defense in the event of a bank run (Cagan, 1963; West, 1977, pp. 30-31).

**The Reform Movement**

The first wave of reform proposals followed the 1873 panic and focused on the pyramiding of banking system reserves. Several proposals called for prohibiting the payment of interest on interbank deposits as a way of discouraging banks from holding reserves in the form of correspondent balances, but none resulted in legislation (West, 1977, Chapter 2).

A second wave of reform proposals followed the panic of 1893. They focused on making the currency stock more elastic by replacing the nation’s “bond-backed” currency, i.e., national banknotes backed by government bonds, with an “asset-backed” currency tied to banks’ holdings of commercial paper. The American Bankers Association’s Baltimore Plan of 1894 was one of the first to call for a currency backed by commercial paper. A similar plan was recommended by J. Laurence Laughlin at the Indianapolis Monetary Convention in 1897. Laughlin, a professor of economics at the University of Chicago, was a strong proponent of the real bills doctrine. He argued that basing the currency stock on self-liquidating short-term commercial paper (real bills) used to finance commerce, industry and agriculture would always prevent over- or under-issue. Laughlin’s views became more influential as momentum for reform built up in the next decade (Mehrling, 2002; Broz, 1997).³

The Aldrich-Vreeland Act of 1908 was an important step in the reform movement. In addition to creating the National Monetary Commission, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act

---

³ Other proposals to improve banking stability included reserve pooling, issuing emergency currency as done by the clearinghouses and adopting Canadian-style nationwide bank branching (West, 1977, Chapter 2).
institutionalized the emergency currency provisions developed by major clearinghouses to alleviate banking panics. The Act permitted groups of ten or more national banks to form currency associations to issue emergency currency in the event of a crisis equal to as much as 75 percent of the value of commercial paper deposited with the association. The Act also permitted individual banks to issue notes if authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury. Currency issued under the Aldrich-Vreeland Act was subject to tax to ensure its speedy retirement after an emergency had passed. Aggregate circulation under the Act was limited to $500 million (Friedman and Schwartz, 1963, Chapter 3). The Aldrich-Vreeland Act was a temporary measure and it was only used once, to stem a crisis in 1914 at the outbreak of World War I (Wicker, 2005; Silber, 2007).

Nelson Aldrich, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, remained at the center of the banking reform movement. As noted previously, he was persuaded of the efficacy of the European-style discount and central banking system by Paul Warburg, a partner in the firm of Kuhn Loeb. Warburg had been a successful banker in Germany before immigrating to the United States in 1902. Based on his experience and knowledge of the operations of the German Reichsbank, the Bank of England and the Banque de France, Warburg made the case for a European-style central bank for the United States. He argued that in the advanced countries of Europe the presence of a discount market and a central bank that provided liquidity to back up the market and serve as lender of last resort in times of stringency prevented the type of financial instability experienced in the United States (Warburg, 1910a). Warburg believed that a market for bills of exchange (two-name bills), as exemplified by the market for bankers acceptances, would be more liquid than the existing U.S. commercial paper market (which was based on single-name promissory notes). Acceptances were short-term instruments in which the IOU issued by, e.g., a merchant to one of his suppliers, would be guaranteed (accepted) by a bank. The bank’s reputation would allow the bill to be traded in an open market and hence provide liquidity.

Two types of acceptances were used in Europe: trade acceptances used to finance domestic trade (inland bills in England), and bankers acceptances used to finance international trade. The latter type of bill was not legal in the United States during the National Banking era.
Warburg believed that recreating as closely as possible the money market environment of England, France and Germany was a crucial step in bringing stability to the U.S. banking system. The European financial system in the late nineteenth century, especially the most highly developed one in England, was both sophisticated and complex. The Bank of England took many years to evolve into an effective lender of last resort and money market maker that Aldrich, Warburg and the other New York bankers so admired. The Bank was chartered in 1694 as a joint stock bank of issue and served as the government’s fiscal agent. The Bank’s charter required that its liabilities be convertible into gold at the official parity. Over time, the Bank’s strong capitalization and position as the government’s bank enabled it to become a bankers’ bank. However, it did not always act as a true lender of last resort in times of panic because of its responsibility to its shareholders (Goodhart, 1987). Only after the Overend Gurney crisis of 1866 did the Bank accept Bagehot’s Responsibility Doctrine and agree to subsume its private interest to the public good in times of crisis (Bordo, 1990).

The English financial system had become very sophisticated by the middle of the nineteenth century. It consisted of merchant banks which financed international trade, bill brokers which dealt in bills of exchange, discount houses which evolved from bill brokers and purchased and rediscounted bills, and commercial banks. The market for bills of exchange (acceptances) was both deep and liquid (Bignon, Flandreau and Ugolini, 2009).

Discount houses, such as Overend Gurney, had gained considerable prominence in the English market by the mid-nineteenth century. The discount houses acted as intermediaries between the banks and the trade community. They specialized in the discount of bills of exchange and were able to provide short-term credit to importers and exporters. This helped to finance the trade balance and promote international commerce.

Warburg argued that the U.S. money market would be more liquid if banks were permitted to issue bankers acceptances. In addition, he noted that the creation of a U.S. acceptance market would break the monopoly that sterling bills (bankers acceptances drawn on British merchant banks) had over U.S. international commerce and help the dollar become an international currency (Broz, 1997).

4 The two-name bill was a common financial instrument in the United States before the Civil War and Biddle’s Second Bank of the United States helped make it the kind of liquid market that Warburg favored. The two-name bill declined markedly after the Civil War, however, because of the currency instability during the Greenback period which made it difficult to make longer term contacts. It was replaced by single-name promissory notes and the commercial paper market developed considerably by the end of the nineteenth century (James, 1995). The commercial paper market, however, was not as liquid as the two-name bill markets in Europe.
between commercial banks and the Bank of England. When in need of liquid funds, the commercial banks would turn to the discount houses to rediscount their paper, and the discount houses in turn would go to the Bank of England for accommodation. The discount houses would pass their bills to the Bank, which would judge the quality of the paper offered as collateral and return cash if the collateral was deemed acceptable. According to Capie (2002, p. 311), the Bank lent anonymously to the market:

The mechanism can be envisaged as the central bank having a discount window made of frosted glass and raised just a few inches. Representatives of institutions could appear at the window and push through the paper they wanted discounted. The central banker would return the appropriate amount of cash, reflecting the going rate of interest. The central banker does not know, nor does he care, who is on the other side of the window. He simply discounts good quality paper or lends on the basis of good collateral. In this way, institutions holding good quality assets will have no difficulty in obtaining the funds they need. Institutions with poor quality are likely to suffer. In times of panic the interest rate would rise.

Thus, the Bank of England did not as a rule lend to individual banks, but to the market. The Bank’s discount rate, “Bank Rate,” served as an anchor to the financial system. In times of crisis the Bank followed Bagehot’s strictures: 1) to lend freely in the face of an internal drain (a domestic liquidity crisis) and to discount all sound collateral; 2) to charge a high rate in the face of an external drain (an outflow of gold reserves); and 3) to lend freely at a high rate when faced with both an internal and external drain.

Bagehot is commonly believed to have said “lend freely at a penalty rate” to discourage moral hazard. But, according to Goodhart (1987), Bagehot used the term “high” and not “penalty.” Moreover, according to Bignon, Flandreau and Ugolini (2009), there is considerable confusion in the subsequent literature over the term “penalty” and that by the 1850s the Bank rarely discounted paper that would be subject to moral hazard. In the years following Bagehot’s Lombard Street (1873), the Bank never faced another banking panic (Schwartz, 1986; Capie, 2002).

Warburg was most familiar with the German system. Germany also had a well developed discount market and a highly concentrated banking system. As Warburg (1910a) describes, the
German banks discounted directly with the Reichsbank (Wicker, 2005).\textsuperscript{5} Germany faced only one minor banking crisis in 1901 (Bordo and Eichengreen, 2002).

The institutional frameworks of the European banking systems that Warburg admired were very different from that of the United States in the National Banking era. The European banking systems were relatively concentrated, dominated by large banks with nation-wide branches, and had active markets in bankers acceptances, which could be rediscounted with a central bank. By contrast, the United States had thousands of small unit banks, no acceptance market, and no central bank. Would the new Federal Reserve regime adapt U.S. institutions to match the performance of the pre-1914 European central banks? Unit banking remained in the United States after the Fed was established, as did the “dual” banking system in which some banks are chartered and supervised by national authorities and others by state authorities. With its system of semi-autonomous regional Reserve Banks, the Federal Reserve System was made to fit the structure of the U.S. banking system. Warburg pushed for the development of a bankers acceptance market in the United States. The Federal Reserve Act permitted national banks to issue bankers acceptances and authorized the Federal Reserve Banks to purchase acceptances in the open market. The U.S. acceptance market never became large, however, and fell off sharply during the Depression. Thus, a key element of the original Warburg plan was never realized.

The Warburg-Aldrich Plan

Warburg (1910b) first proposed the creation of a central bank with 20 regional branches controlled by bankers but regulated, to some extent, by government officials. His proposed United Reserve Bank would rediscount bills of exchange for its member banks, thereby providing liquidity to the market and establishing a lender of last resort that, following Bagehot’s strictures, would lend freely in a banking panic:

The relationship between the central bank and the discount market is a most important one. While in normal times only a small proportion of the business is done by the central bank, the existence of this bank is all important to the whole financial structure, because even if a bank makes it a rule not to rediscount with the central bank and in its general business keeps independent of this institution, the fact remains that in case of need it can nevertheless rediscount with the central bank every legitimate bill, both bankers or mercantile acceptance, so that every legitimate bill represents a quick asset, on the realization of which every bank or banker can rely. Consequently no investor, bank,

\textsuperscript{5} The French system was similar to the German system (Broz, 1997).
banker, private capitalist or financial institution will ever hesitate to buy good bills. Furthermore, there will not be in critical times any rush to sell good bills, as everybody in these countries knows that there is no better and safer investment, because for no other investment is there an equally reliable market. (Warburg, 1910a, p. 14)

Echoing Bagehot (1873), Warburg (1910a, p. 37) explained how the central bank should respond to crises:

Thus certain periodic and normal demands for cash, as well as a domestic drain caused by distrust, must be met by paying out freely. A foreign drain, on the other hand, must generally be met by an energetic increase of the rate, while a drain both domestic and foreign must be treated by various combinations of both methods. (Warburg, 1910a, p. 37)

Under Warburg’s plan, the discount rate would be the key instrument of policy, but it would be supplemented by open market operations to help make the discount rate effective, i.e., to ensure that changes in the discount rate could always determine the behavior of market rates (Sayers, 1957). As in Europe, adherence to the official gold parity would anchor the price level. The United Reserve Bank would issue currency backed by gold and bills of exchange, and manage the gold standard, i.e., intervene in the exchange market and manipulate the gold points, in accordance with the “rules of the game” as the European central banks did (Bordo, Humpage and Schwartz, 2007).

Warburg argued that a discount market would replace the call loan market as the principal source for liquidity for U.S. banks. This in turn would eliminate, in his opinion, a key source of financial instability—the link between the stock market and the banking system.

The Aldrich bill drafted at Jekyll Island was similar in many ways to the Warburg plan. The Aldrich bill called for the establishment of a National Reserve Association, headquartered in Washington D.C. The Association’s branches would be located throughout the United States and serve member commercial banks. The Association would issue asset-backed currency and rediscount eligible paper consisting of short-term commercial and agricultural loans for its members at a discount rate set by the National Association’s board of directors. The discount rate would be uniform throughout the nation. The Association also would be permitted to conduct open market operations and exchange market intervention.
The Federal Reserve Act

Congress rejected the Aldrich bill. Popular distrust of Wall Street power and of bankers in general (“the money trust”) killed it. Moreover, when the Democrats took control of Congress in the election of 1912, the Aldrich bill was considered anathema. Yet, under the direction of Carter Glass, the new Chairman of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee, and with the aid of his advisor H. Parker Willis (a student of J. Laurence Laughlin and strong advocate of the real bills doctrine), a bill was put forward in early 1913 for what became the Federal Reserve Act. The Act almost completely replicated the key monetary and international policy provisions of the Warburg plan and the Aldrich bill (Wicker, 2005). The initial Glass bill was later modified to include important revisions requested by President Woodrow Wilson to increase government oversight of the System, and the bill became known as the Glass-Owen bill (Robert Owen was Chairman of the House Committee on Banking and Currency).

The Federal Reserve System differed markedly from Aldrich’s proposed National Reserve Association in terms of structure and governance. Rather than a central organization with many branches, the Federal Reserve System consisted of twelve semi-autonomous regional Reserve Banks and the Federal Reserve Board, which had a general oversight role. Whereas the Federal Reserve Board was made up of five members appointed by the President and chaired by the Secretary of the Treasury, the Reserve Banks were owned by their member banks and managed by officers appointed by local boards of directors. A key difference between the Federal Reserve Act and the Aldrich plan was that the individual Federal Reserve Banks set their own discount rates (subject to review by the Federal Reserve Board) and each Bank was required to maintain a minimum reserve in the form of gold and eligible paper against its note and deposit liabilities.

LLR Provisions of the Federal Reserve Act

The preamble to the Federal Reserve Act states that it is an “Act to provide for the establishment of Federal Reserve banks, to furnish an elastic currency, to afford means of rediscounting commercial paper, to establish a more effective supervision of banking in the

---

6 Federal Reserve Bank boards of directors consist of nine directors, three of whom, including the chairman and vice chairman, are appointed by the Board of Governors, and six (three bankers and three others) elected by the Reserve Bank’s member banks. The member banks are required to purchase stock in their local Reserve Bank.
United States, and for other purposes.” The Act does not contain explicit instructions for how the Fed should respond in the event of a banking panic, in other words, how it should serve as lender of last resort. Apparently, the authors of the Act believed that they had created a fool-proof mechanism that would prevent panics from occurring in the first place.7

The Federal Reserve Act also did not address sources or forms of financial instability outside the banking system. For example, although trust companies had been at the epicenter of the Panic of 1907, the Act did not permit Federal Reserve membership for most trust companies, as well as mutual savings banks, building and loan companies or other non-bank financial institutions. Membership was required only of national banks. State-chartered banks were permitted to become Fed members if they agreed to the same minimum capital, reserve and other requirements imposed on national banks. Only member banks were given access to Fed services, including the discount window, although the Act left open the possibility that discount window loans could be extended to nonmember banks in special circumstances with the approval of the Federal Reserve Board.

Relatively few state-chartered banks joined the Federal Reserve System. By June 1915, only 17 state banks had become Fed members. Membership grew slowly to a peak of 1,620 state-chartered banks (compared with 19,345 nonmember banks) in June 1923. Member banks tended to be larger than nonmembers, however, and by June 1915 member banks held nearly half the total deposits of all U.S. commercial banks ($8.9 billion versus $9.1 billion held by nonmember commercial banks). Still, even by June 1923, member banks held less than two-thirds of total U.S. commercial bank deposits ($27.1 billion versus $10.6 billion in nonmember banks).8

The Fed’s member banks were required to maintain reserve balances with the Federal Reserve Banks, which the founders expected would reduce the concentration of correspondent balances held in the central money markets and invested in stock market call loans, and thereby lessen the transmission of instability from the stock market to the banking system. Reformers argued that the flow of surplus funds to the central money markets, principally New York City, and invested in stock market loans had contributed to market instability and reduced the supply

7 Senator Claude A. Swanson stated optimistically that the Federal Reserve Act made “impossible another panic in this country.” (quoted in Hackley, 1973, p. 10).
8 These data are from Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (1943, pp. 16-17).
of credit available for commercial and agricultural borrowers, especially outside the principal financial centers.

To address the problem of an inelastic currency (defined broadly to include both currency and bank reserves), the Federal Reserve Act permitted member banks to rediscount eligible paper with Federal Reserve Banks in exchange for currency (Federal Reserve notes) or reserve deposits. Federal Reserve notes were asset-backed in the sense that the Reserve Banks were required to hold reserves in the form of eligible commercial paper or gold equal to their outstanding note issues (plus an additional 40 percent gold reserve). The stocks of Federal Reserve notes and member bank reserve deposits were elastic in that their volumes would vary with the amount of eligible paper that member banks rediscounted with the Reserve Banks, which in turn varied with fluctuations in the demands for currency and credit.

The Federal Reserve Act imposed two checks on the amount of notes and bank reserve deposits the Fed could issue. First, each Reserve Bank was required to maintain gold reserves equal to at least 40 percent of its outstanding notes and 35 percent of its deposit liabilities. Federal Reserve Banks were further required to hold eligible paper equal to 100 percent of their outstanding note issues.9 The Federal Reserve Act did not specify the criteria that Reserve Banks were to use in setting their discount rates, but clearly it was expected that a Reserve Bank would increase its discount rate as necessary to maintain adequate gold reserves.

The Federal Reserve Act also limited the types and maturities of loans and securities that member banks could rediscount with the Reserve Banks, which served as a second brake on Federal Reserve credit. Glass and Willis were strong proponents of the real bills doctrine who believed that Federal Reserve credit should be extended only by the rediscounting of short-term, self-liquidating commercial and agricultural loans. The Act permitted rediscounting of “notes, drafts, and bills of exchange arising out of actual commercial transactions,” but forbid rediscounting of loans or securities “covering merely investments or issued or drawn for the purpose of carrying or trading in stocks, bonds or other investment securities, except bonds and notes of the Government of the United States.” Further, the Federal Reserve Act specified that

9 An amendment to the Federal Reserve on June 21, 1917, reduced the amount of eligible paper that the Reserve Banks were required to hold from 100 percent to 60 percent of their outstanding note issues (the 40 percent gold reserve requirement against their note issues was retained).
only those loans with a term to maturity of 90 days or less (180 days for agricultural loans) were eligible for rediscount. In setting a maximum term, Congress cited the experience of other countries. For example, Senator John F. Shafroth stated:

> When we look around in the history of the world we find that … in England the paper [that is eligible for rediscounting] must run only 28 days, … in France it runs but 26 days, … in Germany it does not exceed 90 days, and that there is no bank in the world which discounts paper in excess of 90 days… [Does] it not become us, in the interest of caution, to say that until it is demonstrated the other way we had better adhere to 90-day paper? (Quoted in Hackley, 1973, p. 14)

The provisions of the Federal Reserve Act defining eligible paper were similar to those in the Aldrich bill. However, the Aldrich bill would have permitted rediscounting of any direct obligation of the borrowing bank if approved by the Secretary of the Treasury and the bank’s local association which, as Wicker (2005, p. 86) notes, might have been particularly helpful during a banking panic. The Glass-Steagall Act of 1932 amended the Federal Reserve Act to permit the Fed to extend loans on the basis of any satisfactory collateral in emergency situations (Hackley, 1973, p. 100).

The Federal Reserve Act granted access to the Fed’s discount window only to member banks. Further, the Act specified that “no member bank shall act as the medium or agent of a nonmember bank in applying for or receiving discounts from a Federal Reserve Bank … except by permission of the Federal Reserve Board.” The provision granting the Board authority to permit exceptions was not in either the House or Senate versions of the Act, but was added in conference committee (Hackley, 1973, p. 119). During World War I, the Board authorized the Reserve Banks to discount for nonmembers, with the endorsement of a member bank, notes secured by U.S. Government securities if the proceeds were to be used for holding government securities (Hackley, 1973, pp. 118-19). Then in 1921, the Board authorized the Reserve Banks to discount for member banks any eligible paper acquired from nonmember banks, but that authority was rescinded in 1923 (Hackley, 1973, p. 119). Thereafter, Federal Reserve credit was extended to nonmember banks only in exceptional circumstances with Board approval. One such occurrence helped to end a local banking panic in Florida in 1929 (Carlson et al., 2010). However, in general, nonmember banks were shut out from Federal Reserve loans, which was especially problematic during the Great Depression when banking panics arose among nonmember banks.
Fundamentally, the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act pertaining to the discount window were those advocated by Warburg and contained in the Aldrich bill. Warburg’s views were also reflected in sections of the Act that permitted member banks to offer bankers’ acceptances based on international trade, and which authorized the Federal Reserve Banks to rediscount or purchase acceptances in the open market. Similar to the discount rates they set for the rediscount of eligible paper, the Reserve Banks set rates of discount (“bill buying rates”) on acceptances they offered to purchase in the open market. The Fed’s acceptance buying facility was closer in form to the Bank of England’s discount facility than the Fed’s discount window. Typically, the Reserve Banks would purchase all of the eligible acceptances offered to them at their set bill buying rates. If the U.S. acceptance market had developed to the extent it had in England (or in Germany) in the nineteenth century, it is conceivable that the Fed would have been a more effective lender of last resort during the Great Depression. However, as discussed in the next section, the U.S. acceptance market remained small and fell off sharply during the Depression. Although the Federal Reserve purchased a significant share of outstanding acceptances, those purchases generally were not a significant source of Federal Reserve credit during the Depression.

The Fed’s Performance as Lender of Last Resort to 1933

In addition to creating the Federal Reserve System, the Federal Reserve Act also extended for one year a provision of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act of 1908 that permitted commercial banks to form associations to issue emergency currency backed by commercial paper or certain long-term bonds in the event of a banking panic. Some $375 million of emergency currency was issued under the terms of the act when bank runs occurred at the start of World War I in August 1914. The response is widely credited with stemming the panic and ensuring continued loan growth (e.g., Sprague, 1915; Friedman and Schwartz, 1963; Wicker, 2005, pp. 44-49).

The Federal Reserve Banks began to operate in November 1914, but were minor players in the money market until the United States entered World War I in 1917 (West, 1977, pp. 181-

---

10 Wicker (2005) argues that Warburg was not a proponent of the real bills doctrine and that the Federal Reserve Act was “real bills neutral” because it did not require that the paper eligible for rediscounting with the Fed be “self liquidating.” Meltzer (2003, p. 70), however, contends that Warburg held the view that “the Federal Reserve could prevent wide swings in interest rates without risking inflation if it purchased real bills.”
The Fed then helped to finance the war effort by offering preferential discount rates on loans ("advances") to member banks secured by government bonds. The Reserve Banks also purchased over $1 billion of government securities in the open market.

In deference to the Treasury Department, the Fed maintained preferential discount rates on loans secured by government securities for some months after the war ended. The Fed regained its independence and began to raise its discount rate (and end preferential rates) in December 1919. The continued expansion of Federal Reserve credit after the war significantly reduced the Reserve Banks’ gold reserve ratios, from a post-war peak of 50.6 percent in June 1919 to a low of 40.6 percent in March 1920. The falling reserve ratio was a principal motivation for raising the discount rate, though the Fed also sought to control inflation and to limit stock market speculation (Wicker, 1966, pp. 37-45).

The Reserve Banks maintained their discount rates at high levels even after inflation had ceased to be a threat and economic activity had begun to decline. Both wholesale prices and industrial production fell sharply in 1920, but the Fed did not reduce its discount rate until May 1921 when officials were confident that the Reserve Banks could maintain their reserve ratios (Chandler, 1958, p. 186).

The Fed was heavily criticized, both for post-war inflation and the subsequent deflation and decline in economic activity. Perhaps partly in response to this criticism, there appears to have been a marked change in Fed policy after 1921 that is evident in the System’s use of open-market operations in government securities. By 1923, the Reserve Banks had formed a committee to coordinate their open-market operations and a Special System Investment Account was established at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in December 1923 to handle the committee’s operations. Friedman and Schwartz (1963, Chapter 6) refer to the period from 1921 to 1929 as the “High Tide” of the Federal Reserve System, during which the Fed, under the leadership of New York Fed governor Benjamin Strong, pursued a well-conceived monetary policy that promoted economic stability and low inflation. Although other studies have been

---

11 An amendment to the Federal Reserve Act in 1916 permitted member banks to borrow directly from Federal Reserve Banks using eligible paper as collateral, which gave banks an alternative to rediscounting eligible paper to obtain Federal Reserve notes or reserve deposits.

12 This is an aggregate of the ratios of total reserves to deposits and Federal Reserve notes for all twelve Reserve Banks (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 1943, p. 346).
more critical of Strong and his policies (e.g., Meltzer, 2003), economic activity and the price level were remarkably stable during this period. Moreover, despite the failures of several hundred mostly small, rural banks, there were no episodes of banking distress or panic in the major financial centers. It seemed that the Federal Reserve Act had indeed solved the problems that had produced recurrent banking panics during the 19th and early 20th centuries.

The elimination of seasonal tightness in credit markets and interest rates was a principal goal of the Fed’s founders, who had noted that banking panics tended to occur at times of the year when the demands for currency and credit were at seasonal peaks. The Fed seems to have accomplished this objective as seasonal variation in money market interest rates dropped sharply after the Fed’s founding (Miron, 1986; Friedman and Schwartz, 1963, pp. 292-93). Federal Reserve credit exhibited a distinct seasonal pattern throughout the 1920s, reflecting increases in both discount window borrowing and Fed purchases of bankers acceptances at times of the year when currency and credit demands reached seasonal peaks, and decreases in discount window borrowing and in the Fed’s acceptance holdings when seasonal demands ebbed (see Figure 1).13

Seasonal accommodation was largely automatic, as the Fed’s founders had intended. At relatively fixed discount rates on loans to member banks and on purchases of acceptances in the open market, the Reserve Banks made more discount window loans and purchased more bankers acceptances at times of the year when demands for credit and currency were high. Unfortunately, the Great Depression demonstrated that accommodating seasonal variation in money and credit demand was not sufficient to eliminate the problem of banking panics.14

The Great Depression

The Fed’s policy failures during the Great Depression are legendary. The Fed—specifically, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York—reacted swiftly to the October 1929 stock market crash by lowering its discount rate and lending heavily to banks, and by purchasing government securities in the open market. However, the Fed largely ignored the banking panics
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13 Figure 1 plots total Federal Reserve credit and credit extended through the discount window and by Federal Reserve purchases of bankers acceptances. The data shown are monthly averages of daily figures (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 1943, pp. 369-71).
14 Miron (1986) contends that the Fed was less accommodative of seasonal demands during the Depression, which could explain the increased incidence of financial crises. However, Wheelock (1992) finds that any changes in the seasonal patterns of interest rates and Federal Reserve credit after 1929 were not statistically significant.
and failures of 1930-33, and did little to arrest large declines in the price level and output. The Fed clearly failed to serve effectively as lender of last resort.

*Fed Policy from the Stock Market Crash to Bank Holiday*

Figure 2 shows the level and composition of Federal Reserve credit during 1929-34, providing one measure of the Fed’s response to the major financial crises of the Great Depression. In the figure, we plot the sum of Federal Reserve discount window loans and holdings of bankers acceptances (labeled “Federal Reserve loans”), as well as Federal Reserve holdings of U.S. government securities and other sources of Federal Reserve credit (mainly float).

Following the stock market crash, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York used open-market purchases and liberal discount window lending to inject reserves into the banking system, which enabled New York City banks to absorb a large amount of loans made by securities brokers and dealers. The New York Fed’s actions were “timely and effective” in containing the crisis and preventing widespread panic in money markets and among bank depositors (Friedman and Schwartz, 1963, p. 339). The Federal Reserve Board reluctantly approved the New York Fed’s actions ex post, but many members expressed displeasure that the New York Fed had acted independently.

The New York Fed pressed for additional easing in early 1930. However, the Federal Reserve Board rejected several requests for discount rate cuts and additional open-market purchases. As Figure 2 shows, total Federal Reserve credit fell by about one-third during the first half of 1930, mainly because of declines in discount window loans and Fed purchases of bankers’ acceptances. As Figure 3 shows, the monetary base and broader measures of the money stock mirrored Federal Reserve credit outstanding—increasing sharply after the stock market crash, but then falling with the decline in Fed credit during 1930. Friedman and Schwartz (1963) contend that the decline in the money stock was the main cause of the subsequent decline in economic activity.15

15 Friedman and Schwartz’s (1963) monetary explanation of the Great Depression is widely, but not universally accepted among economists. See Parker (2007) for a survey of alternative views on the causes of the Great Depression.
The stock market crash was the first in a series of financial shocks during the Great Depression. Friedman and Schwartz (1963) identify major banking panics in the fourth quarter of 1930, early 1931, fourth quarter of 1931, and in February-March 1933. As Figure 2 shows, total Federal Reserve credit surged briefly following the stock market crash, and during the banking panics of October-December 1930, September-December 1931 (which followed the United Kingdom’s decision to leave the gold standard), and January-March 1933. On each occasion, the increase in Federal Reserve credit (and its impact on the monetary base) was quickly reversed. Moreover, as Figure 3 shows, when Federal Reserve credit finally began to grow in 1932, it only temporarily halted the decline in the broader money stock.

Why did the Fed permit Federal Reserve credit to contract after each financial shock of 1929-33? Meltzer (2003) argues that Fed officials misinterpreted the signals coming from money market interest rates and discount window borrowing. Following the policy guidelines that Federal Reserve Bank of New York Governor Benjamin Strong and his colleagues had developed during the 1920s, policymakers inferred that low levels of interest rates and borrowing meant that monetary conditions were exceptionally easy, and that there was no benefit, and possibly some risk, from putting more liquidity into the banking system. 16 Strong explained the use of the level of discount window borrowing as a guide to policy as follows:

Should we go into a business recession while the member banks were continuing to borrow directly 500 or 600 million dollars … we should consider taking steps to relieve some of the pressure which this borrowing induces by purchasing government securities and thus enabling member banks to reduce their indebtedness…. As a guide to the timing and extent of any purchases which might appear desirable, one of our best guides would be the amount of borrowing by member banks in the principal centers…. Our experience has shown that when New York City banks are borrowing in the neighborhood of 100 million dollars or more, there is then some real pressure for reducing loans, and money rates tend to be markedly higher than the discount rate. On the other hand, when borrowings of these banks are negligible … the money situation tends to be less elastic and if gold imports take place, there is liable to be some credit inflation, with money rates dropping below our discount rate. When [New York City] member banks are owing us about 50 million dollars or less the situation appears to be comfortable, with no marked pressure for liquidation. 17

---

16 According to Meltzer (2003), the Fed’s monetary policy in the 1930s and even in the 1950s and later was based on the guidelines developed by Strong and his colleagues W. Randolph Burgess and Winfield Riefler to guide open-market policy in the 1920s (the so-called Riefler-Burgess Doctrine).
Discount window borrowing declined sharply, from $500 million for all Federal Reserve member banks in January 1930 ($39 million for New York City banks) to $231 million in April 1930 ($17 million for New York City banks), and $226 million in July 1930 ($0 for New York City banks). Fed officials interpreted the decline as indicating that monetary conditions were extremely easy, and that additional stimulus was not required. For example, the governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco argued in June 1930 that, “with credit cheap and redundant, we do not believe that business recovery will be accelerated by making credit cheaper and more redundant.”\textsuperscript{18} Indeed, some officials described monetary conditions as too easy and argued for a tighter policy. For example, in January 1930, the governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis wrote that “I cannot see the desirability of further ease of credit. It seems to me money is getting almost 'sloppy.'”\textsuperscript{19} Several Fed officials believed that Federal Reserve credit should be withdrawn whenever economic activity slows. For example, the governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia stated: “We have been putting out credit in a period of depression, when it was not wanted and could not be used, and will have to withdraw credit when it is wanted and can be used.”\textsuperscript{20}

Federal Reserve credit increased temporarily in late 1930, as shown in Figure 2. Federal Reserve credit normally rose in the autumn when loan demand and interest rates tended to rise. However, in December 1930, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York also purchased $175 million of U.S. government securities and bankers acceptances to ease financial market strains that appeared following the failure of the Bank of United States. Numerous banks failed throughout the United States between October and December 1930. Most were small banks that were not members of the Federal Reserve System, and thus unable to borrow at the Fed’s discount window.\textsuperscript{21} Friedman and Schwartz (1963) note that Fed officials felt no particular responsibility for nonmember banks. However, they argue that the Fed made a critical error in not saving the Bank of United States, which was a mid-size New York City bank and a member of the Federal Reserve System. Although the Federal Reserve Bank of New York participated in

\textsuperscript{18} Quoted by Chandler (1971, p. 118).
\textsuperscript{19} Quoted by Chandler (1971, p. 143).
\textsuperscript{21} Before the Monetary Control Act of 1980, only Federal Reserve member banks had access to the Fed’s discount window.
discussions about a possible merger to save the Bank of United States, those talks broke down when neither the New York Fed nor the New York clearinghouse banks would guarantee $20 million of Bank of United States assets (Meltzer, 2003, pp. 323-24). Instead, the Fed and clearinghouse elected to let the Bank of United States fail and focus on containing the resulting fallout.

Federal Reserve credit outstanding declined sharply in early January, 1931, as money market strains eased. However, in 1931, the economic contraction deepened, deflation took hold, and interest rates and discount window borrowing declined still further. Another wave of bank failures occurred in the first half of 1931, but again most of the banks that failed were nonmember banks located outside of New York City and other financial centers. For the first time, banks began to hold excess reserves, i.e., reserves in excess of legal requirements. Fed officials took this as further evidence of exceptionally easy monetary conditions, and considered engaging in open-market sales to “soak up” excess liquidity (Meltzer, 2003, p. 328).

The next major financial shock occurred in late September 1931. After running through most of its gold and foreign exchange reserves, the United Kingdom abandoned the gold standard on September 21, 1931, and allowed the pound to float freely. Speculation that the United States would soon also leave the gold standard caused large withdrawals of gold and currency from U.S. banks. The Federal Reserve responded by increasing its discount and acceptance buying rates in an attempt to halt and then reverse the gold outflow, and to demonstrate the System’s resolve to maintain the gold standard. Federal Reserve officials interpreted their response to the gold outflow as being consistent with Bagehot’s rule to lend freely at a high interest rate (Meltzer, 2003, p. 348). The Fed did not make significant open-market purchases to offset the withdrawal of gold and currency from banks, however, which exacerbated the decline in the monetary aggregates (see Figure 3). Moreover, when gold began to flow back into the banking system, Federal Reserve credit outstanding fell by more than the gold inflow, which resulted in a net decline in total bank reserves. Fed officials apparently were hesitant to make open-market purchases because they saw a “disinclination on the part of
member banks to use Federal Reserve credit for the purpose of extending credit to their customers.”

Besides doubting that open-market purchases would serve any useful purpose, at least some Fed officials were concerned that large open-market purchases would threaten the System’s gold reserves. Although researchers subsequently have concluded that the Fed did have sufficient gold reserves to make significant open-market purchases (e.g., Friedman and Schwartz, 1963; Bordo, Choudhri and Schwartz 2002), Fed officials may have been concerned that large purchases would have touched off a resumption of gold outflows (Wicker, 1966). In any event, the excuse became moot when Congress enacted legislation in February 1932 that enabled the Fed to use U.S. government securities as collateral for Federal Reserve notes. Under pressure from Congress, the Fed then purchased approximately $1 billion of government securities between February and August, 1932.

Discount window loans totaled $848 million when the Fed began to purchase government securities in February 1932 and, hence, monetary conditions were tight according to the Fed’s traditional policy guide. Discount window borrowing declined and banks began to build up substantial excess reserves as the Fed continued its purchases. Several Fed officials interpreted the increase in excess reserves as indicating that the Fed’s purchases had little benefit. The Fed ended its purchases when the level of discount window borrowing had fallen to what it had been before Britain left the gold standard. Nonetheless, the purchases caused Federal Reserve credit to rise substantially (see Figure 2), which for a few months arrested the decline in the money stock (see Figure 3).

The final and most severe banking crisis of the Depression began in February 1933. Banking panics, marked by heavy withdrawals of currency and gold reserves, swept across the United States. As it had done in response to gold outflows in 1931, the Fed reacted by increasing its discount and acceptance buying rates. Federal Reserve credit increased sharply in March, 1933, as discount window loans rose from $253 million on February 8 to $1.4 billion on March 8, and the Fed purchased some $400 million of bankers acceptances. The Fed also purchased
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22 Federal Reserve Bank of New York Governor George Harrison [quoted by Meltzer (2003, p. 350)].
23 The Federal Reserve Act required each Reserve Bank to maintain gold reserves equal to 40 percent of its note issue and reserves in the form of gold or other eligible securities (which did not include U.S. Treasury securities) equal to the remaining 60 percent. See Friedman and Schwartz (1963, pp. 399-406).
$100 million of government securities, but this was far too little to offset the decline in bank reserves caused by currency and gold withdrawals. In response to a request from the Secretary of the Treasury for larger purchases of government securities, Federal Reserve governor Eugene Meyer replied that a rise in bond yields was a “necessary readjustment in a market which has been too high,” and that “Purchases of Government securities at the present time would be inconsistent from a monetary standpoint.”

Instead of supplying additional liquidity to the banking system, the Federal Reserve Board voted to suspend the Fed’s gold reserve requirement and to recommend that President Hoover declare a national bank holiday. This action and many others were subsequently taken by President Roosevelt on his first day in office on March 5, 1933.

**Why Did the Fed Fail to Act as Lender of Last Resort During the Depression?**

Many studies have considered why the Federal Reserve failed to act effectively as lender of last resort during the Great Depression. Friedman and Schwartz (1963) emphasize the Fed’s decentralized structure and lack of strong leadership. Without a forceful leader, they argue, the System was paralyzed by in-fighting, petty jealousies, and sharp differences of opinion. Other studies downplay the significance of the Fed’s structure, contending that the policies pursued by the Fed during the Depression were fundamentally consistent with those of the 1920s (e.g., Wicker, 1966; Wheelock, 1991; Meltzer, 2003). Those studies contend that Fed officials misinterpreted the behavior of nominal interest rates and the level of borrowing from the Fed’s discount window. Officials interpreted low nominal interest rates and little borrowing at the discount window as evidence that monetary conditions were exceptionally easy and that there was little more the Fed could or should do to promote economic recovery.

Still other studies focus on the role of the gold standard (Temin, 1989; Eichengreen, 1992). The Federal Reserve Act affirmed the fundamental role that the gold standard played in the U.S. monetary system. Federal Reserve Banks were required to maintain gold reserves to back their note and deposit liabilities. Although the Act permitted the Federal Reserve Board to suspend the System’s gold reserve requirement, Fed officials were deeply committed to

---

24 Quoted by Meltzer (2003, p. 385).
maintaining the gold standard and were extremely reluctant to take any action that would threaten or even that might be perceived as threatening the gold standard.

We believe that the Fed’s decentralized structure, misreading of monetary conditions, and commitment to the gold standard all contributed to the Fed’s highly deflationary monetary policy of 1929-33 and limited response to banking panics. However, we also believe that there is more to the story, especially as to why the Fed failed to prevent or offset serious banking panics during the Depression. In particular, we argue that the Federal Reserve Act failed to recreate the features of the British banking system that made the Bank of England an effective lender of last resort during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Or, similarly the features of the German banking system that made the Reichsbank an effective lender of last resort that Warburg admired. Further, we argue that the restrictions on discount window lending imposed by the Federal Reserve Act were both too limiting and left too much to the discretion of policymakers in administering the discount window to make it an effective mechanism for responding to banking panics.

The Discount Window—A Flawed LLR Mechanism

The authors of the Federal Reserve Act intended the discount window to be the primary means by which the Fed would “furnish an elastic currency.” The authors sought to provide a mechanism that would ensure ample supplies of currency and bank reserves to support commercial and agricultural activity, but not be a source of funds for speculation or long-term investment. Accordingly, the types of loans and securities that were eligible for rediscounting with Federal Reserve Banks were restricted to short-term commercial and agricultural paper (and U.S. government securities). During the Depression, many banks apparently lacked paper that was acceptable for rediscounting with Federal Reserve Banks (or that could be used as collateral for advances from the Fed) under the Federal Reserve Act. Although the total amount of eligible paper (government securities and private commercial paper and acceptances) far exceeded the amount of discount loans made by the Fed, holdings of eligible paper varied widely across banks of different sizes and across Federal Reserve districts (Chandler, 1971, pp. 227-33). According to Chandler (1971, p. 232), “the narrow definition of eligible assets, symbolizing a persistence of
commercial loan ideas, contributed to bank closings and to liquidation of credit by banks that succeeded in remaining open.”

A second problem with the discount mechanism as designed and implemented under the Federal Reserve Act was that member banks were apparently quite reluctant to borrow from the Fed in the event of a crisis. In part this reluctance reflected the Fed’s administration of the discount window. Throughout the 1920s, Fed officials had tried to discourage banks from continuous borrowing and sought to instill the idea that banks are hesitant to borrow from the Fed and do so reluctantly when confronted with a short-term liquidity need (see Meltzer, 2003, pp. 161-65, for discussion). A number of Fed officials, especially members of the Federal Reserve Board, were concerned that banks were borrowing from the Fed to finance loans for the purchase of stocks. In February 1929, the Federal Reserve Board directed the Reserve Banks to crack down on banks that were borrowing from the Fed and simultaneously making speculative loans: “A member bank is not within its reasonable claims for rediscount facilities at its Federal Reserve Bank when it borrows either for the purpose of making speculative loans or for the purpose of maintaining speculative loans” (quoted in Chandler, 1971, pp. 56-57). The message clearly was that the Reserve Banks should administer the discount window more tightly and that member banks should think twice before coming to the Fed for a loan.

The reluctance to borrow at the discount window took on another dimension during the Depression, when bank depositors became concerned about the condition of the banks in which they held funds. According to Friedman and Schwartz (1963, pp. 318-19), “The aversion to borrowing by banks, which the Reserve System had tried to strengthen during the twenties, was still greater at a time when depositors were fearful for the safety of every bank and were scrutinizing balance sheets with great care to see which banks were likely to be the next to go.” Wheelock (1990) estimates a model of the demand for discount window loans as a (nonlinear) function of the spread between the discount rate and a market interest rate, the change in

---

25 The Federal Reserve Act was amended in February 1932 to add Section 10(b), which permitted Federal Reserve Banks to lend to any member bank with capital not exceeding $5 million on the basis of any satisfactory assets, whether or not technically eligible for rediscount, in exceptional and exigent circumstances. Section 10(b) loans required the approval of at least five members of the Federal Reserve Board and bore an interest rate not less than 1 percent above the regular discount rate. Section 10(b) was set to expire in March 1933, but was extended for one year by the Emergency Banking Act of 1933. Subsequent amendments made permanent changes to the Federal Reserve Act that permitted discount window loans on any satisfactory assets of the borrowing bank. The appendix lists major statutory changes affecting Federal Reserve discount window lending.
nonborrowed reserves, and a measure of economic activity, and finds evidence that the demand for discount window loans shifted downward during the Depression. This suggests greater reluctance (or inability) of banks to borrow at the discount window during the Depression than during the 1920s, and that the discount mechanism was not well suited for ameliorating a banking panic. Further, it suggests that the level of discount window borrowing was an especially poor indicator of monetary conditions during the Depression.

Bankers Acceptance Purchases as an Alternative to the Discount Window

A second mechanism for supplying currency or bank reserves in the event of a crisis—Federal Reserve purchases of bankers acceptances—also failed to prevent or counteract banking panics during the Depression. The Fed did make large purchases of bankers acceptances during banking panics in the fall of 1931 and in March 1933, but the purchases were not large enough to offset the effects of currency and gold withdrawals from the banking system.

The 1931 panic was triggered by the United Kingdom’s departure from the gold standard on September 21. Speculation that the United States would soon follow Britain off the gold standard precipitated large withdrawals from U.S. banks. The Fed responded to the crisis by raising its discount rates on discount window loans and acceptance purchases in an effort to discourage gold outflows and to shore up confidence in the Fed’s resolve to stay on the gold standard. Despite the higher cost of borrowing from the Fed, both discount window borrowing and sales of acceptances to the Fed rose sharply. Discount window loans increased from $263 million on September 16 to $698 million on October 21, and peaked at $1,024 million on December 30. The Fed’s holdings of acceptances rose from $218 million on September 16 to a peak of $769 million on October 21. Despite the increases in discount loans and Fed purchases of acceptances, the total reserves of Fed member banks fell by $142 million between September 16 and October 21, and continued to fall until the end of February 1932. The Fed allowed its acceptance portfolio to dwindle. After peaking at $769 million on October 21, the Fed’s acceptance holdings declined to $327 million on December 30, and continued to fall steadily to under $100 million by mid-March 1932.

The banking crisis of 1933 resulted in a similar short-lived increase in both discount window loans and Fed purchases of bankers acceptances. Discount loans increased sharply from
$327 million on February 27 to $1,414 million on March 15, while the Fed’s holdings of acceptances rose from $180 million to $417 million. These increases, however, were insufficient to replace all of the reserves the banking system lost to outflows of currency and gold.

Although the Fed’s purchases of bankers acceptances provided some support to the banking system during the panics, the acceptance market was small and highly concentrated in New York City, which limited the usefulness of Fed purchases in a crisis. The size of the acceptance market fell sharply from about $1.6 billion at the end of 1929 to around $700 million by mid-1932 (Balabanis, 1935). For comparison, as of September 16, 1931, the reserves of Federal Reserve member banks totaled $2.4 billion. Moreover, the market was concentrated in New York City, and most banks outside of New York City held few, if any, acceptances they could sell to the Fed.\(^26\) The Fed purchased approximately 80 percent of the outstanding acceptances in October 1931 and 50 percent in March 1933 (Balabanis, 1935). Conceivably, the Fed could have made it more attractive for banks to sell acceptances to the Reserve Banks by lowering their bill buying rates, but it seems doubtful that they could have purchased enough acceptances to prevent declines in bank reserves, especially in 1931 and early 1932.

*The Fed’s Decentralized Structure*

The authors of the Federal Reserve Act emphasized that they were not creating a U.S. central bank, but rather a federal system of Reserve Banks that would respond to and support the banking and currency needs of their individual districts. Accordingly, each Reserve Bank had the discretion to set its own discount rate and to administer its discount window, and each was required to satisfy a reserve requirement. The purpose of this structure was to reduce the concentration of the banking system’s reserves in the central money markets, especially New York City, and to limit the power of New York and Washington over the nation’s banks and economy. The Fed’s decentralized structure, however, proved unwieldy, especially in responding to financial crises. Friedman and Schwartz (1963) contend that the Fed’s failures during the Great Depression stemmed from a lack of effective leadership, which enabled parochial interests and petty jealousies to hamstring policy. The individual Reserve Banks acted competitively,

\(^{26}\) Friedman and Schwartz (1963, p. 404n) report that only New York City banks held bankers acceptances. Paul Warburg viewed the failure of large, active acceptances markets to develop outside of New York City as the system’s principal failure (cited by Meltzer, 2003, p. 119n).
rather than cooperatively, at critical points during the Depression. For example, in March 1933, the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago refused a request from the New York Fed to exchange gold for U.S. government securities when gold outflows threatened to push the New York Bank’s reserve ratio below its legal minimum (Meltzer, 2003, p. 387). Although the Federal Reserve Board eventually required the Chicago Fed and other Reserve Banks to lend to New York, the episode illustrates how the System’s structure hampered its response to crises. The Banking Acts of 1933 and 1935 addressed this by substantially increasing the authority of the Federal Reserve Board over both discount and open-market policy.

Although the authors of the Federal Reserve Act sought to impose a rule that would guarantee adequate supplies of currency and bank reserves to support economic activity and prevent banking panics, in fact, the Act left considerable discretion to the individual Reserve Banks and the Federal Reserve Board for implementing policy. Some of the Reserve Banks were more liberal in determining and valuing acceptable discount window collateral than others (Chandler 1971, p. 233). In addition, some of the Reserve Banks moved more aggressively than others to supply currency to banks threatened by a panic. According to Richardson and Troost (2009), the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta responded to local panics by moving large quantities of cash to affected regions, extending emergency loans to member banks, and helping member banks extend loans to nonmember banks. Comparing the performance of the Atlanta and St. Louis Federal Reserve Banks during a 1930 banking panic that straddled both districts, Richardson and Troost (2009) conclude that the Atlanta Fed’s more aggressive response to the panic kept bank failure rates lower, and commercial lending and economic activity higher, in the Atlanta district than in the St. Louis district.

Further evidence that officials of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta were aggressive in responding to banking distress is reported in Carlson, Mitchener and Richardson (2010), which investigates a banking panic that arose in Florida in 1929. The study reports that the Atlanta Fed shipped large amounts of currency to the afflicted region to shore up the confidence of bank depositors, and that the Reserve Bank secured permission from the Federal Reserve Board to lend to nonmember institutions. The study concludes that the Bank’s swift action stopped the panic and held down the number of bank failures.
A third example of discretion on the part of a Reserve Bank was the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s aggressive response to the 1929 stock market crash. Following the crash, the New York Fed extended discount window loans liberally to member banks so that they could take on stock exchange loans held by brokers. The Bank also purchased more than $100 million of government securities in the open market.

The actions by the Federal Reserve Banks of Atlanta and New York suggest that the Federal Reserve had the tools and the power to respond effectively to financial crises. However, an effective response required leaders who were willing to improvise and test the limits of the Federal Reserve Act. The Act did not provide an automatic, fool-proof mechanism for dealing with crises, as the founders had hoped. Instead, effective lender of last resort action depended a great deal on the discretion of individual policymakers.

**Conclusion**

The lender of last resort provisions of the Federal Reserve Act mimicked features of the Aldrich bill of 1912, which in turn originated with the Warburg plan of 1910. In particular, Warburg envisioned that the central bank would rediscount bankers acceptances to backstop a highly liquid and deep money market like those of England and other advanced European countries, and to provide lender of last resort facilities in the event of a financial crisis.

The Fed navigated its first 15 years without any banking panics. It succeeded in smoothing out seasonal fluctuations in short-term interest rates which had contributed to instability in the National Banking era. The Federal Reserve failed to prevent a series of banking panics in the early 1930s, however, which worsened the Great Depression. An extensive literature has posited several explanations for the Fed’s failure. These include: 1) Flaws in the System’s structure which impeded coordination between the Federal Reserve Board and the Reserve Banks, especially after the death of New York Fed Governor Benjamin Strong in 1928 (Chandler, 1958; Friedman and Schwartz, 1963); 2) Devotion to the gold standard which kept the Fed from following expansionary policies to offset banking panics (Temin, 1989; Eichengreen, 1992); and 3) Adherence to a flawed policy framework that relied on nominal interest rates and the level of discount window borrowing as policy guides (Meltzer, 2003; Wheelock, 1991).
We argue that a fourth important factor was the failure of the Federal Reserve Act to provide a discount mechanism and money market environment of the sort that had enabled the Bank of England and other European central banks to function effectively as lenders of last resort. This was manifest in three flaws: 1) The reluctance of member banks to turn to the discount window in times of stress (the “stigma” problem); 2) The Fed’s limited membership and the fact that except in extreme circumstances, only member banks had access to the discount window; and 3) The restrictive eligibility requirements on collateral posted for borrowing at the Fed’s discount window. Furthermore, the Federal Reserve Act did nothing to reform the inherently unstable unit banking system. A better alternative might have been to allow nationwide branch banking and consolidation of the banking industry as in Canada and the United Kingdom, which over time proved to be a more stable market structure with less need for a lender of last resort (Bordo, Rockoff, and Redish, 2010).

The Federal Reserve Act sought to create a U.S. bankers acceptance market and offered support to that market by authorizing the Reserve Banks to purchase bankers acceptances in the open market. The Fed’s acceptance purchase facility was similar to the Bank of England’s discount window in that the Fed purchased all of the eligible acceptances offered to it, much as the Bank of England rediscouted all good quality bills offered by dealers under its “frosted glass” discount window. The acceptance facility had at least two characteristics that seem good lender of last resort practice: 1) lending was to the market, rather than to individual institutions or classes of institutions, against a standard financial instrument; and 2) the facility entailed little scope for hesitation or discretion, except in setting the discount (“bill buying”) rate. Bankers acceptances never became the core instrument of the U.S. money market, however, and the acceptance market fell off sharply during the Depression. Thus the United States never developed the money market conditions that had enabled European central banks to be effective lenders of last resort before World War I.27

In response to the disaster of the early 1930s, the Banking Acts of 1933 and 1935 made significant changes in the structure and authority of the Federal Reserve System. The Acts

---

27 The U.K. bill market also declined in the 1920s and 1930s. According to Holden (1955, p. 302), declining international trade and changing trade patterns reduced the demand for bills to finance international trade during the Great Depression, while the greater stability of the Brtitish banking system, which resulted from a merger wave that increased concentration, “made it no longer necessary for bankers to guard against the consequences of a panic or run upon the banks by discounting bills.”
concentrated policymaking authority within the Board of Governors, expanded the Fed’s ability
to lend on the basis of any sound collateral, and authorized the Fed to lend to nonbank financial
institutions in a crisis (the infamous Section 13(3)). In addition, the banking system was subject
to major reforms, including the introduction of federal deposit insurance, the forced separation of
commercial and investment banking (Glass-Steagall); the regulation of deposit interest rates
(Regulation Q), and strict limits on market entry. These reforms were intended to enhance the
Fed’s ability to respond to crises while making the banking system less prone to instability.

What are the lessons of the Fed’s early experience as lender of last resort? The Fed’s
early history provides much information about what does not work. In particular, it shows that a
lender of last resort system that works well in one environment may not work in another
environment. A lender of last resort structure should match the financial environment. Paul
Warburg sought to emulate the European central bank mechanism and discount market. For
political economy reasons (especially the deep ingrained fear of concentration of financial
power), U.S. banking institutions were not fully adapted to the European system (e.g., the U.S.
retained a dual state and federal banking system, maintained unit banking, and the single name
commercial paper market remained dominant after the Fed was founded). The Federal Reserve
Act overcame some of the flaws of the National Banking System (e.g., the inelastic currency)
that promoted instability, but not all of them. Perhaps the Fed’s lender of last resort mechanism
would have performed better with a Canadian-European style branch banking system coupled
with a deep acceptance market.

Amendments to the Federal Reserve Act in the 1930s addressed many of the technical
flaws that had caused the Fed to be an ineffective lender of last resort in the Depression. In
addition, other reforms promoted stability of the banking system (e.g., deposit insurance, the
Glass-Steagall separation of commercial and investment banking). But these created a banking
system that was slow to innovate, and lost business to less-regulated financial institutions and
markets (the “shadow” banks).

The reforms of the 1930s focused on protecting bank depositors and preventing runs by
depositors, and hence they proved only partly helpful during the crisis of 2007-08. As with the
original Federal Reserve Act, the 1930’s reforms did not contemplate how to protect the banking
system from instability coming from outside the banking system (e.g., runs on investment
banks). The Section 13(3) lending programs created by the Fed in 2007-08 were, for the most part, helpful in alleviating the crisis, but required considerable discretion and judgment on the part of Fed officials – there was no playbook to follow, so policymakers had to invent on the fly. Moreover, the Fed seemed to have had no way to save the financial system without resorting to bailouts (e.g., AIG), and these actions may cause other problems (e.g., bailouts lead to moral hazard and compromise the Fed’s independence).

A key lesson of both the Fed’s early experience and the crisis of 2007-08 is that the tools of a lender of last resort must match the financial environment. A lender of last resort mechanism must adapt to be effective. It remains to be seen whether the reforms of 2010 have got it right. We now will have a Financial Stability Council charged with keeping track of key risks to the financial system and regulating systemically-important firms and markets. We now will have an expedited mechanism for winding down troubled large non-bank financial institutions. We also have prevented the Fed from making Section 13(3) loans to individual firms (no more bailouts?). Will it all work to protect the financial system from the next crisis? Only time will tell.
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Appendix

Legislated Changes to the Federal Reserve’s Lending Authority

December 1913: The Federal Reserve Act is signed into law. The Act authorizes Federal Reserve Banks to rediscount eligible paper for member commercial banks.

September 1916: An amendment to the Federal Reserve Act adds Section 13(8), which authorizes Federal Reserve Banks to make advances to member banks on their own notes secured by paper eligible for discount or purchase or by the “deposit or pledge of bonds or notes of the United States.”

February 1932: The Glass-Steagall Act amends the Federal Reserve Act by permitting U.S. Government securities to serve as collateral for Federal Reserve notes. The Act also adds Section 10(a), which permits Federal Reserve Banks to lend to groups of five or more member banks, and Section 10(b)), which permits Federal Reserve Banks to lend to any member bank with capital not exceeding $5 million on the basis of any satisfactory assets, whether or not technically eligible for rediscount, in exceptional and exigent circumstances. The provision stipulates that any such loans require the approval of at least five members of the Federal Reserve Board and shall bear an interest rate not less than 1 percent above the regular discount rate. Sections 10(a) and 10(b) are set to expire in March 1933.

July 1932: The Emergency Relief and Construction Act adds Section 13(3) to the Federal Reserve Act permitting the Reserve Banks to lend in unusual and exigent circumstances and with the authority of the Federal Reserve Board, to any individual, partnership, or corporation unable to secure adequate credit accommodations from other banking institutions. Section 13(3) loans must be secured by paper “of the kinds and maturities eligible for discount for member banks under other provisions” of the Federal Reserve Act and carry the endorsement of the borrower or a third-party surety.

March 1933: The Emergency Banking Act extends Section 10(b) until March 1934, and eliminates the provisions that restrict Section 10(b) loans to banks with capital not exceeding $5 million and require the approval of at least five members of the Federal Reserve Board. The Act also adds Section 13(13) to the Federal Reserve Act authorizing Federal Reserve advances to any individual, partnership or corporation for periods of not more than 90 days on notes secured by direct obligations of the United States or issued or fully guaranteed by U.S. agencies. A subsequent amendment to the Emergency Banking Act authorizes for a period of one year Federal Reserve loans to nonmember banks in limited circumstances on the same terms as advances to member banks under Section 10(b). This authority expired in March 1934 and was not renewed.

June 1934: The Federal Reserve Act is amended by adding Section 13(b), which authorizes Federal Reserve Banks to make working capital loans to businesses. Section 13(b) was repealed under the Small Business Investment Company Act of 1958 [Hackley, 1973, p. 135, p. 145]

August 1935: The Banking Act of 1935 makes permanent Sections 10(b) and 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act. The Act removes the requirement that discount loans under Section 10(b) be made only under “exceptional and exigent circumstances.” It also eliminates a provision of Section 13(3) requiring that loans to individuals, partnerships or corporations be secured by both collateral eligible for discount by member banks and the endorsement of the borrower or a third-party surety.

March 1980: The Monetary Control Act of 1980 subjects most depository institutions to reserve requirements and provides that any depository institution that holds transactions accounts or nonpersonal time deposits subject to Federal Reserve requirements shall be entitled to the same discount and borrowing privileges as Federal Reserve member banks.

December 1991: The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 amends Section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act by deleting the requirement that Federal Reserve loans to individuals, partnerships or corporations be secured by collateral “of the kinds and maturities made eligible for discount for member banks.” The Act also subjects the Federal Reserve to a potential liability to the FDIC on discount window loans to undercapitalized or critically undercapitalized depository institutions.

July 2010: The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 amends the Federal Reserve Act to permit only “broad-based” liquidity facilities under Section 13(3) and requires approval of the Secretary of the Treasury for any facilities established under Section 13(3). Further, the Federal Reserve must disclose the identities of borrowers under any 13(3) facilities within one year after the termination of the facility. The legislation also requires the Federal Reserve to disclose the identities of all discount window borrowers after a two year delay.
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Source: Federal Reserve Credit (Banking and Monetary Statistics, 1914-41), St. Louis Adjusted Monetary Base (FRED,) Money Stock (Friedman and Schwartz (1963) Appendix A table A-1).